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　　（１） A Syllabary of the Soochow Dialect , a Committee of the 










































１　衣 ２　乌 ３　迂 ４　挨
５　押 ６　鸭 ７　丫 ８　屋
９　噢 10　安 11　哀 12　厄
13［火］ 14　殷 15　恩 16　樱
17　盎 18［翁］ 19　尔 20　呒
21　唔 22　五 23　欧

































































































































































































































　　（４）zh ［ʐ ］／dj［dʐ］ 
这一 字，SSD中分为两 ：擦音［ʐ］和塞擦音［dʐ］ ; 陆基不分。
［ʐʯ ］/ ［dʐʯ］
（12）








































































































tʂʰ tʂʰ ʂ ʐ/dʐ
知 章 莊 彻 昌 书 生 澄 船 禅 日
ɥ + + + + + + + + +
ɑ + +
æ + + + + + + +
ʏ + + + + + + + + +
øn + + + + + + + + + +
ən + + + + + + + + +
ã + + + + + + + + + +
ã + + 初 + + + 崇
oŋ + + + + + +
ɑʔ + + + + + + +
aʔ
oʔ + + + + + + + + + + +
əʔ + + + + + + + + +



















Edkins, Joseph 1868: A Grammar of Colloquial Chinese, as Exhibited in the Shanghai 




Retroflex Initial Consonants of Suzhou Dialect in Late 19 
Century
 By SHI, Rujie
 This article discusses a phonological phenomenon how a series of 
retroflex initial consonants in Suzhou dialect (one of the Wu dialects) 
distributes in the syllables of the dialect. We analyze the characters (as 
lexical units) with these initial consonants using two documents written 
by the authors around the beginning of 20th century.
